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THE KING DAVID SCHOOL

Connecting with the great outdoors
THE year 7 students of The King David School were
treated to a camp to remember when they recently
visited Anglesea.
In an opportunity to explore their connection to
country and understand the bonds they have between
themselves, the students also learnt how to surf and
body board, slept in tents, and had sessions with
members of the Indigenous community who shared their
history of the land.
Pictured is Bella Korolik.
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A reunion to remember
AJN STAFF
MORE than 600 Yeshivah-Beth
Rivkah (YBR) alumni, former
and current teachers and principals recently came together at the
St Kilda Town Hall to celebrate
70 years of the schools.
The reunion evening of jubilation honoured the seven decades
of enduring friendships, inspiring
teachers, and the spirit of what it
means to be an alumnus of YBR.
Attendees mingled while
savouring a cocktail supper, wine
and drinks, and took “a walk
down memory lane”, poring over
a series of photo collages created
to mark the special occasion.
The evening’s formalities were
guided by past Yeshivah stu-
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Catching up with former classmates
at the YBR reunion last week.

dent Rabbi Reuvi Cooper with
speeches from past principals and
students, video presentations, and
messages engaging the audience.
Former Beth Rivkah principal Shmuel Gurewicz reminisced
about key moments of his princi-

palship, and thanked his students
for what they had taught him.
He remarked to the alumni,
“Yeshivah and Beth Rivkah were
your furnaces [of knowledge], to
give you heat [faith] to last a lifetime.”
Meanwhile, current principal Rabbi Yehoshua Smukler
recounted some humorous anecdotes and his hopes for the continued success of the schools.
Beth Rivkah graduate Dorit
Portnoi outlined her journey to
becoming a Beth Rivkah student and her daughter’s surprisingly similar path, while Yeshivah
College alumnus Eli Vayn highlighted memorable moments and
the importance of creating alumni
networks.

Max makes
his mark
YEAR 11 Bialik student Max
Szajrych (pictured) recently
represented his school at the
National Schools Constitutional
Convention in Canberra, a twoday event that was attended by
students from across Australia.
The program began with
an introduction to Parliament
House and a rundown of its
history, which was immediately
followed by several speakers discussing their areas of specialisation. The
students were introduced to concepts of constitutional law, the workings
of Australian politics and – the focus of the convention – the preamble to
our Constitution. “I was given the opportunity to deliver a speech on my
group’s particular preamble and it was selected via popular vote as the
final proposal,” shared Szajrych.
“A mock referendum was held which passed the proposed change. The
proposed changes were then handed down to members of the Senate
for future debate. There is currently bipartisan support for changing
an outdated preamble but the cost of holding a referendum is far too
expensive in practicality for realistic implementation of our proposal, but
I, along with a hundred or so schoolkids across Australia, dream on.”

